Deregulated apoptosis is a hallmark of the Fanconi anemia syndrome.
Fanconi anemia (FA) is a genetic human disorder associated with bone marrow failure and predisposition to cancer. FA cells show poor growth capacity and spontaneous chromosomal anomalies as well as cellular and chromosomal hypersensitivity to DNA cross-linking agents such as mitomycin C (MMC). Because it is likely that disruption of the apoptotic control would lead to such a phenotype, we investigated the implication of apoptosis in the FA syndrome. It is shown that, although demonstrating a high frequency of spontaneous apoptosis, FA cells from four genetic complementation groups are deficient in gamma-ray-induced apoptosis and their MMC hypersensitivity is not due to apoptosis. Fas is a cell surface receptor belonging to the tumor necrosis factor receptor family and is involved in apoptosis. We show that, independently of DNA damage, the alteration in the control of apoptosis in FA concerns also the pathway initiated by Fas activation. Finally, ectopic expression of the wild-type FAC gene corrects the MMC hypersensitivity and anomalies in apoptosis and cell cycle response in FA cells. Altogether, these findings strongly implicate the FA genes as playing a major role in the control of apoptosis. Thus, further studies with FA syndrome will be instrumental toward molecularly dissecting the apoptotic pathways.